Bukoviško jezero ADVENTURE PARK
PARK RULES & REGULATIONS
1. Before entering the Bukovniško jezero adventure park all visitors must read these rules and sign
a form to confirm that they understand and agree with the stated rules & regulations. Visitors
under the age of 15 require the signature of an adult supervisor, who will read and understand
the park rules before the minor enters the park (we will need the full name and contacts of the
minor and his/her supervisor). By signing the given form visitors agree to take full responsibility
for all actions and activities performed inside the park.
2. The activities in the Bukovniško jezero adventure park come with risks and are therefore
performed on one's own risk. All responsibilities of the Doživite Pomurje d.o.o. company and park
manager are defined in Articles 7.
3. The Bukovniško jezero adventure park is appropriate for all visitor over the age of 4, who are not
afraid of heights and who's attendance and park activities would not represent a risk or endanger
other visitors. Children under the age of 15 may not enter the park without the company of a
responsible adult. When using our tracks/ranges on different difficulty levels, one must consider
the following criteria:
Route marks

Age/height requirements

Educational path

All visitor over the age of 4

Yellow

All visitors between the age of 4 and 8

Orange

All visitors over the age of 6 or measuring 140 cm
(Height measured with arms fully stretched over your head)

Green

All visitors from the age of 8 or measuring 160 cm

Blue

All visitors from the age of 8 or measuring 160 cm

4. Carrying, wearing and using of small objects, such as jewellery, mobile phones, cameras etc. is
not allowed during park activities. When dropped from height, they can endanger its owner and
others.
5. All visitors must take part in safety training including theory and practice, where the park's
trainers/instructors or the training organizer will give safety instructions on how to use the park
safely. This training is obligatory for all visitors. Whoever violates the park rules and regulations,
will be asked to leave the park immediately. Doživite Pomurje d.o.o. or the park manager is not
entitled to except compensation claims in case of possible injuries due to violation of park rules.
6. Each visitor will receive safety equipment that consists of a safety belt and carabins (safety clips),
which you must keep on at all times. Removing the equipment or passing it on to other visitors is
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strictly prohibited. The safety equipment is to be used in accordance with the instructions of
your instructor or training organizer. All pieces of equipment are to be returned before leaving
the park. The safety clips must be attached to the safety belt at all times. During securing of the
equipment the visitor must see to it that at least one out of two clips is always connected to the
safety wire rope. You must never unclip both clips from the safety rope at the same time. In case
of doubt the visitor must call the instructor immediately and ask for further explanation.
7. Doživite Pomurje d.o.o. or the park manager can be held responsible for personal damage only in
frames of legal provisions. They will answer only for material damage and pecuniary loss under
the assumption of serious negligence of the organizer or persons, who are in charge of leading
the groups.
8. The rehearsals are done one person at a time. The platforms can be used by max. 2 people at
the same time. The use of ranges is allowed in compliance with the regulations in Article 3.
9. The management reserves its right to ask every visitor, who breaks the park rules and
regulations to leave the park immediately. The management also has the right to stop all
activities in the park out of safety and technical reasons at any time (in case of fire, a storm or
windstorm etc.) without refund to the visitors. There will be no reimbursement of entrance fees if
the visitors decide to leave the adventure park voluntarily.
10. Entering and using the park under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other substances that
decrease one's psychophysical abilities is strictly prohibited. Smoking in the park during the
activities or use of safety equipment is also prohibited.
11. The use of the Bukovniško jezero adventure park outside park hours is strictly prohibited!
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